Clonal sublines of rat neurotumor RT4 and cell differentiation. VI. Chromosome analysis.
The RT4 neurotumor cell system consists of clonally derived cell lines where a stem cell type segregates in vitro into three biochemically and morphologically different cell types, one glial and two neuronal types. This process has been termed cell-type conversion (M. Imada and N. Sueoka, 1978, Dev. Biol. 66, 97-108). Detailed cytogenetic analysis of the RT4 cell lines are described. Giemsa-banding analysis of 12 independent clonal isolates of the four different RT4 cell types showed a relatively stable karyotype. The stem cell line, RT4-AC, is diploid and most stable, and it has one 4q+ marker chromosome in place of a normal No. 4. This 4q+ marker was identified in all cell types of the RT4 system and was not observed in other cell lines of BDIX origin. The 4q+, therefore, is a chromosomal marker of the RT4 system. Consistent chromosome rearrangement was not found in any one of the cell-type conversions of the RT4-AC cells into the three derivative cell types. The relative stability of the karyotype of the different clonal isolates gives the RT4 system an advantage in studies of genetic regulation and expression of cell-type conversion in vitro. Also the 4q+ marker can be used to identify RT4 cells in coculture experiments or to distinguish RT4 cells in cases of suspected cell-line contamination.